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CLOUD AMOUNT AND TYPE DETECTOR – USER MANUAL 

INTRODUCTION 

The CATD (Cloud Amount and Type Detector) as its name suggests, computes the cloud amount in oktas and 

percent as well as the main cloud type, and the software is highly customisable. A fish-eye image of the whole 

sky is taken every (say) 10 minutes, which is then processed. This data is available to any external software via 

a TCP/IP socket connection. 

HARDWARE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CATD sensor comprises a fish-eye camera, pointing upwards towards the sky which takes an image (1600 x 

1200 pixels) every (say) 10 minutes. The lens of the camera is protected from direct sunlight by a black shade-

sphere on a stiff wire which is moved every minute by three servo motors, such that the shade of the shade-

sphere falls on the camera lens. The sensor also contains a cooling fan which vents hot air out of the sensor, 

allowing cooler outside air in via a filtered inlet.  
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The whole unit is built on top of a circular  aluminium plate, and covered with a high-quality plastic dome with 

good optical properties, hermetically sealing the unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintenance is minimal. Only a periodic clean of the dome exterior is required. 

 

HARDWARE SETUP 

 

The detector operates in both the northern and southern hemispheres. In the southern hemisphere, the 

detector is positioned such that the pan/tilt/arm control faces north. This minimises the blockage from the 

wire arm attached to the shade-ball. In the northern hemisphere, the pan/tilt/arm control faces south, for the 

same reason. The unit is able to cover the sun’s track from 0° to 120° elevation and 120° - 240° (through North 

for the southern hemisphere), or 0° to 120° elevation and 60° - 300° (through South for the northern 

hemisphere). 

 

SOFTWARE 

The software comprises two modules: 

 The Controller which runs on a small computer near the CATD unit, and which controls the shade-ball 

servo motors (via a USB cable), and the acquisition of the whole-sky images 

 The Processor which processes the whole-sky image, runs on a server PC, computing the cloud 

amount and type. 

The Controller and Processor communicate via a TCP/IP socket connection, where the Controller is the socket 

server. 

Every minute the Controller software commands the detector to position the shade-ball so that the ball’s 

shadow always falls on the camera lens, thereby protecting it from direct sunlight. 

Every 2 minutes (configurable), the Controller software commands the detector to take a snapshot image and 

save it. 
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Every 10 minutes (configurable), the Processor software then copies the latest image to the server on which it 

is running, and processes the image to determine the cloud amount and cloud type(s). 

The Processor software also provides a TCP/IP server that responds to client connections and requests for the 

latest cloud amount and type information. This connection is also used to gather external information such as 

temperature, humidity and current weather (rain, showers etc). 

The Controller software presents two views, the Log View and the Config View: 

 

and 
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The Controller software allows the user to configure the following: 

Camera | User Settings 

 

Brightness: Adjust the camera's brightness 

Contrast: Adjust the camera's contrast 

Saturation: Adjust the camera's saturation 

Sharpness: Adjust the camera's sharpness 

WhiteBalance: Adjust the camera's white balance 

Flip Image?: Flip image vertically? Unchecked = North is Up, Checked = North is Down 

Mirror Image?: Mirror the image horizonally? Checked = East is to Right, Unchecked = West is to Right 

                                 : Synchronises the Camera Time with Computer time 

 

Camera LED On?: Toggle the camera's LED light 
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Camera | Communication 

 

Camera User Name: The user name to log onto the camera's web server 

Camera Password: The password to log onto the camera's web server 

Camera IP: The Camera IP address 

 

Camera | Commands 

 

These are the POST commands to send to the camera to get and set images and data. They only need to be 

adjusted if the camera is changed. Note that the characters {0}, represent  the IP address! 
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Camera | Info 

 

This is a display of all the camera parameters. 

Solar Shade Controller | Direct Control 

 

These controls are used to directly adjust the servo motors that control the shade-ball’s position. They also 

reflect the current PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) values and associated angles. As the warning states: Do 

NOT use these controls unless the plastic dome has been removed from the unit, as damage may be caused 

to the servo motors, shade-ball and/or camera lens. Only adjust these when the unit is visible. 

The [Park Ball] button will force the shade-ball into the parked position, as set in the configuration. 

The [Day Test] button will position the shade-ball in the correct hourly position for each hour (every 2 

seconds) for the day of the test (today), between sun rise and sun set. 
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Solar Shade Controller | Control Parameters 

 

Parked Elevation: The shade-ball's parked elevation 

Parked Azimuth: The shade-ball's parked azimuth 

Servo Speed: The pan/tilt controller servo speed - 0 = Fastest, 1 = Very slow, 127 = Very fast 

Servo Acceleration: The pan/tilt controller servo acceleration - 0 = Fastest, 1 = Very slow, 127 = Very fast 

Solar Shade Controller | Conversion Equations 

 

Pan Equation Gradient: The Pan angle to PWM value equation's gradient 

Pan Intercept: The Pan angle to PWM value equation's Y intercept 

Pan PWM Correction: The pan correction in PWM units 

Tilt Equation Gradient: The Tilt angle to PWM value equation's gradient 

Tilt Intercept: The Tilt angle to PWM value equation's Y intercept 

Tilt PWM Correction: The tilt correction in PWM units 

Arm Equation Gradient: The Arm angle to PWM value equation's gradient 

Arm Intercept: The Arm angle to PWM value equation's Y intercept 

Arm PWM Correction: The arm correction in PWM units 
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Solar Shade Controller | PWM Limits 

 

Pan Min PWM Value: The minimum Pan PWM motor value 

Pan Max PWM Value: The maximum Pan PWM motor value 

Tilt Min PWM Value: The minimum Tilt PWM motor value 

Tilt Max PWM Value: The maximum Tilt PWM motor value 

Arm Min PWM Value: The minimum Arm PWM motor value 

Arm Max PWM Value: The maximum Arm PWM motor value 
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THE PROCESSOR  SOFTWARE ALLOWS THE USER TO VIEW THE CURRENT IMAGE IN TEN 

WAYS: 

The original image from the camera (annotated with computed cloud amount and type): 

 

The decorated image with optional software heliosphere block (considered during processed), and any user 

requested information like hourly sun positions for the day (not processed): 
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The panoramic view of the original fish-eye image: 

  

 

The processed Blue-Sky image showing blue sky only (cloud is black, everything else being green) 
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The processed Cloud image showing cloud only (blue-sky is black, everything else being green): 

 

 

The Grey Cloud image used for processing (cloud is displayed, everything else is black): 
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The processed Blob Analysis image, showing results of type processing: 

 

The processed Statistical (Maths) Analysis image, showing results of type processing: 
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The processed Principle Component Analysis image, showing results of type processing: 

 

The Exhaustive Match Analysis image, showing the results of matching actual colour cloud panels with a 

set of database images (in this case, there were no matches): 
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The detection results are displayed on the Results tab, together with reported cloud data from external 

sources: 

 
 

The software logs all significant events it performs, and all errors and exceptions, with date/time stamps, 

to a log page and to disk: 
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Black messages are general information, magenta messages are information regarding the computations, blue 

messages relate to camera operations, and green messages relate to shade-ball servo motor operations. Dark 

red messages are warnings, whereas red messages are errors or exceptions. Log messages from the Controller 

are identified by the inclusion of [Controller] or [Controller] in the message. 

The Sun Positions Page shows the current position of the sun in relation to the shade-ball’s position, the 

current sun track and the sun tracks for mid-summer and mid-winter: 

 

The Live Camera Feed page allows the user to view the current sky conditions in real time: 
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The Sun Calculations Page shows the calculations used to position the servo motors so that the shade-ball in 

moved to the correct position: 

 

The Processor software allows the user to configure the following settings: 

General Options | General Settings: 
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Working Folder: The root folder for the configuration and other working files. The images and log files for a 

particular day are stored in this folder under a new folder with the format: YYYY-MM-DD (e.g. 2014-07-11) 

Location Latitude: The latitude of the CATD‘s location. Specify a negative number for the southern 

hemisphere. 

Location Longitude: The longitude of the CATD‘s location. Specify a negative number for the western 

hemisphere (westwards from 0° to 180° through the USA) 

Show Hourly Sun Positions?: Displays the hourly sun positions on the final camera image, after processing 

Show Image Disc Outline?: If checked, displays an outline of the image disc on the final camera image, after 

processing 

Show Helioshere Block?: If checked, displays a software generated black ellipse over the helioshere (the sun 

and bright surrounds) before processing. The ellipse is considered an exclusion zone during processing. 

Send To External FTP Site?: Flags whether to send the image to an external entity set in External FTP Site | 

Settings 

Process Even With Precipitation?: If checked, processing occurs even if it is raining. If unchecked, processing is 

suspended during rain, and sky is considered ‘Obscured’ 

 

 

Calibration Mode: Calibration mode allows the user to set the current date/time for the sun-shade ball and 

sun position, or for the user to manually position the sun-shade ball (ball is NOT automatically positioned). 

Normal operation is suspended. 

Manual Servos: If checked, the sun-shade ball servo motors must be manually positioned. 

Date/Time Test: If checked, the date and time set above will be used to position the  sun-shade ball servo 

motors. 
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Camera User Name: The user name to log onto the camera's web server 

Camera Password: The password to log onto the camera's web server 

Camera IP: The Camera IP address 

Camera Live Video Command: The command to send to the camera to get a live video stream. Note that the 

characters {0}, represent  the IP address! 

General Options | Physical Dimensions: 
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These are the sizes of, and distances between, the various components in the sensor, used to position the 

shade-ball. These will only need to be adjusted if the hardware components are moved. 

Displayed Image | Image Settings 

 

Show North Up?: Indicates whether the top of the image is facing northwards. This option is set in Camera | 

User Settings - Flip Image?: Flip image vertically? 

Show East Right?: - Indicates whether the image shows east to the right. This option is set in Camera | User 

Settings - Mirror Image?: Mirror the image horizonally? 

X Disc Offset: - Gap in pixels between left edge of cloud image and leftmost edge of image disc (at vertical 

centre of disc) 

Y Disc Offset: - Gap in pixels between top edge of picture and topmost edge of image disc (at horizontal centre 

of disc). Currently this value is negative as the camera cuts off a small section of the disk at the top of the 

image 

Heliosphere Diameter: - The diameter of the optional (see General Options | General Settings - Show 

Helioshere Block?) software helioshere blocking ellipse in pixels. This ellipse is considered an exclusion zone 

during processing, that blocks the very bright surrounds of the sun. 

Pivot Point Radius: - The radius of the circle on the Sun Calculations Page that signifies a servo pivot point in 

mm 

Angle Label X Offset: - The horizontal offset used when labelling angles in mm on the Sun Calculations Page 

Angle Label Y Offset: - The vertical offset used when labelling angles in mm on the Sun Calculations Page 
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Detection Thresholds | Exclusion Zones 

 

This page allows the user to add exclusion zones (as polygons) to the image, i.e. those parts of the image that 

are not part of the sky. These zones may include trees, poles, and/or image borders. These zones will be 

ignored during processing. Note that the interior of each zone is excluded. 

To draw an exclusion polygon, mouse click on an appropriate start point, then move the mouse to the next 

point and click again. A dashed line will display connecting the last point with the current position as the 

mouse is moved. Continue this process until the last point, when a double-click will complete the process. 

Click the              button to add this zone to the list: 

 

Each exclusion zone (polygon) is listed with their start and end points. 

To delete a specific exclusion zone, select that zone in the list and click  
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To delete all exclusion zones, click:  

 

Detection Thresholds | Cloud Amount 

 

Primary Blue Sky RBR Threshold: - The Primary Red-Blue-Ratio (1 + (R - B) / B) [RBRThreshold] used to detect 

blue sky in the algorithm: 

RedToBlueRatioOfPixel = (1.0 + (RedVal - BlueVal) / BlueVal) 
If RedToBlueRatioOfPixel <= RBRThreshold (default 0.85) 

    IsBlueSky = True 

Else 

    IsBlueSky = False 

End If 

Near Sun RBR Thres. Corr: - The Additive Red-Blue-Ratio (1 + (R - B) / B) [BlueSkyRBRThresholdCorrNearSun] 

correction for pixels very close to sun 

Near Sun RBR Corr Radius: - The distance [CorrectionRadius] in pixels from the sun position that the Blue Sky 

RBR ThresholdCorrection decreases to 0: 

ClosenessToCentre = 1 - (Distance from the Sun Position / CorrectionRadius) 

BlueSkyThreshold = BlueSkyRBRThreshold +  

BlueSkyRBRThresholdCorrNearSun * ClosenessToSun 
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Cloud RBR Threshold: - The Red-Blue-Ratio (1 + (R - B) / B) [CloudThreshold] used to detect cloud 

Min Cloud Luminence: - The minimum luminence [MinCloudLuminence] used to detect cloud 

Secondary Blue Sky RBR Threshold: - The Secondary Red-Blue-Ratio ((B - R) / (B + R)) [CloudRBRThreshold2] 

used to detect blue sky, between 0.6 and -0.4: 

            Luminence = (R + G + B) / 3 
            Type = Unknown 
            If RBR1 < RBRThreshold 
                Type = BlueSky 
            Else If RBR1 <= CloudThreshold AND Luminence > MinCloudLuminence 
                Type = Cloud 
            Else 
                If RBR2 < 0.6 AND RBR2 > -0.4 
                    If RBR2 > CloudRBRThreshold2 
                        Type = BlueSky 
                    Else 
                        Type = Cloud 

      Endif 
                Else 
                    Type = Unknown 

         Endif 
            Endif 

% Pseudo-Cloud Artifacts To Ignore: - The percentage of artifacts that are misdetected as clouds on a clear 

day, that should be ignored, e.g. tree edges, internal reflection artifacts etc. 

Humidity Limit: - The humidity (as given by an external AWS) above which the inside of the dome is deemed to 

be misty, obscuring the visible sky. With adequate internal heating or venting of dry air, this value can be set as 

100%. 

Percent Cloud For Overcast: - The percentage of cloud that demarcates a broken from overcast cloud cover, as 

the cloud cover is rarely computed as 100%.  

Num Mins After Sun Rise and Before Sunset that Processing can occur: - Number of minutes after sun rise 

and before sunset that processing can occur. At sun rise and sun set, red hues can defeat the blue-sky and 

cloud detection algorithms, so processing can be delayed this number of minutes. 
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Cloud Type | Processing Area 

 

Two of the four algorithms used to determine cloud type analyse small panes from within the whole-sky 

image. To preclude any pane’s cloud images containing artificial edges (e.g. horizon, trees, or other obstacles) 

from being processed, the user may select which panes should be processed. Clicking on any pane will turn the 

processing flag on (cyan) / off (red). Each CATD location will present a different sky-line, and will need to be 

configured for that location. 
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Cloud Type | Type Parameters 

 

Cloud Type Detection Algorithm Weightings allow the user to adjust the significance of each of the four cloud 

type detection algorithms. The results of each algorithm are muliplied by the weighting factor, and the final 

result is deduced using the maximum count. 

Algorithm X: - The weighting factor to be applied to the primary cloud detected, and to the secondary cloud 

detected. The primary cloud usually has a higher weighting than the secondary. 

Cloud Type Detection Statistical Parameters permit the Statisical Analysis algorithm to recognise cloud 

forms/shapes using mathematical techniques. Sample grey scale cloud images were analysed for various cloud 

types and both intensity changes (below to above the mean, and vice versa, per 128 pixels) and the standard 

deviation were found to demarcate non-stratiform cloud types significantly, whilst the statiform cloud 

required an indication of cloud height to better determine the cloud type. 

[Add Cloud Stats] – Adds a new row to the cloud stats table allowing the user to edit the fields. 

[Delete Cloud Stats] – Deletes the currently selected row. 
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Principle Component Parameters – The Principle Component Analysis uses two methods to identify the cloud 

type in a grey scale image pane (128 x 96 pixels) against a database of known cloud types of the same size, 

namely the Minimum Mean Distance Classifier and the K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier. The latter method 

accepts a K parameter which indicates how many neighbouring pixels to match. 

# Nearest Neighbours – The K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier accepts a K parameter which indicates how many 

neighbouring pixels to look at  when looking for a match. The smaller the K value, the better the match. 

Minimum Mean – This value does NOT relate to the Minimum Mean Distance Classifier, but indicates to the 

algorithm that a pane with a grey scale image that has a mean value of less than this Minimum Mean, should 

NOT be processed, as it does not contain enough information. 

Cloud Level Upper Thresholds – The cloud type detection routine accepts cloud heights from external sources 

(Synops, Metars, Ceilometers etc) and groups the heights into three levels, demarcated by the given upper 

thresholds. 

Low Level (ft) – The upper threshold for low level clouds. The lower threshold is assumed to be 0 ft. 

Medium Level (ft) – The upper threshold for medium level clouds. The lower threshold is assumed to be the 

low level upper threshold. High Level clouds are assumed to lie above the upper threshold for medium level 

clouds. 

 

External FTP Site | Settings 

 

The original image (imprinted with the computed cloud amount and type) may be optionally sent to an 

external FTP site (see General Options | General Settings: Send To External FTP Site? above). In the example 

above, the image is being sent to Weather Underground. 

User Name: - The user name to log onto the external FTP server 

Password: - The password to log onto the external FTP server 

Destination Image Name: - The external FTP destination image name 

Source Image Path/Name: - The external FTP source image path/name 

FTP Site: - The external FTP server's address 
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Metar/Synop Acquisition | Metar/Synop Acquisition Commands 

 

CATD is able to request Metar and Synop information from external sources using HTTP GET commands, in 

order to extract any cloud heights and types. The heights are used to assist in identifying cloud types. The 

extracted cloud types are used ONLY to verify the accuracy of CATD’s cloud type identification. 

To add an HTTP GET command for either Metar or Synop, click on the                         button, then click on the 

new command entry that reads:                                    . Edit the text with the appropriate command. To delete a 

command, click the button                          . 

The ICAO or WMO codes are used to find the Metar or Synop message in the returned HTTP text. In the 

example above, a space is appended to the code so that the actual message can be indentified, e.g. 

[94610 ]41675 22416 10172 20027 30119 40143 51016 70200 82800, or 

[YPPH ]140600Z 25017KT 9999 VCSH FEW045 17/04 Q1013 NOSIG 

To add an ICAO or WMO code for the associated command, click on                            then edit the new entry 

                      . To delete a code, click on                          . 

About Cloud Detector 
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APPENDIX A – CLOUD TYPE ALGORITHMS 

METHOD: DetectCloudTypes 

Intent: To use four algorithms to determine the current cloud type(s) in the given whole-sky image. 

Parameters: DateTime now, Bitmap cloudBitmap, List<int> cloudHeights, List<string> cloudTypes, int totalOktas 

Returns: String of cloud type(s)  

Algorithm: 

Prepare the pane grid, as an array of 108 (9 columns x 12 rows) panes from cloudBitmap, extracting and saving: 

 Position in main image 

 The 128 x 96 bit image from within the main image at that position 

Compute sun position in bitmap coordinates 

Check cloud levels detected 

Convert all green pixels in the cloud image to black, and create grey scale image for display 

Clone copies of the cloud bitmap for each thread to avoid simultaneous use 

Intitalise variables 

Prepare threads and sync objects 

Time the threads to compare cumulative thread times with overall time 

Do maths analysis for whole cloud image on a thread by calling: 

DetectCloudsOnWholeCloudBitmapUsingMathsAnalysis() 

Do maths analysis for pane cloud images on a thread by calling: 

DetectCloudsInPanesUsingMathsAnalysis() 

Do blob analysis for whole cloud image for low and high clouds on a thread by calling: 

DetectCloudsUsingBlobAnalysis() 

Do Principle Comonent Analysis for pane cloud images on a thread by calling: 

DetectCloudsUsingPCAnalysis() 

Wait for all threads to end 

Compare cumulative thread times with overall time 

Get most common cloud type seen 

Get next most common cloud type seen 

Log the cloud types for verification 

Return the cloud type(s) 

METHOD: DetectCloudsOnWholeCloudBitmapUsingMathsAnalysis  

Intent: To analyse the whole sky cloud image (or the portion of it that excludes non-cloud pixels) 

mathematically (i.e. using the computed standard deviation and number of intensity changes from mean) to 

determine the cloud type. See: ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis() 

Parameters: Bitmap cloudBitmap 

Returns: List of CloudTypeDetector.CloudType(s) 

Algorithm: 
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cloudBitmap is a grey-scale clone of the original whole-sky cloud-only image, with blue sky, trees, exclusion 

zone, sun-shade ball etc shown as black pixels, on which the results are imprinted (shared with 

DetectCloudsInPanesUsingMathsAnalysis) 

Compute the cloud type using maths analysis on this whole sky cloud bitmap by calling 

ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis. 

Imprint the StdDev and other info on the image 

Return the cloud type(s) computed in ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis. 

METHOD: DetectCloudsInPanesUsingMathsAnalysis  

Intent: To analyse 108 ‘panes’ (128 x 96 pixels) within the whole sky cloud image (excluding all non-cloud 

pixels) mathematically (i.e. using the computed standard deviation and number of intensity changes from the 

mean per 128 pixels) to determine the cloud type. See: ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis() 

Parameters: Bitmap cloudBitmap 

Returns: List of CloudTypeDetector.CloudTypes  

Algorithm: 

cloudBitmap is a grey-scale clone of the original whole-sky cloud-only image, with blue sky, trees, exclusion 

zone, sun-shade ball etc shown as black pixels, on which the results are imprinted (shared with 

DetectCloudsOnWholeCloudBitmapUsingMathsAnalysis) 

For each pane grid column 

For each pane grid row 

If the pane is flagged for processing (set in the configuration) AND the pane does NOT touch 

the current software sun-block ellipse position (so as to not have artifical edges) 

Compute the cloud type using maths analysis on this pane by calling 

ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis(). 

Imprint the StdDev, Mean and Cloud Type onto the main image 

Increment the count for this cloud type 

End If 

End For 

End For 

Get most common low cloud type seen 

Get next most common cloud type seen (if low cloud is found, don't look at higher clouds) 

Imprint the percentage of cloud type(s) found on the image 

Return the list of consensus cloud type(s) 

METHOD: ComputeUsingMathsAnalysis  

Intent: To analyse the given cloudImage mathematically (i.e. using the computed standard deviation and 

number of intensity changes) to determine the cloud type from a set of predetermined limits. 

Parameters: Bitmap cloudImage, out int intensityChanges, out double stdDev, out double mean 

Returns: List of CloudTypeDetector.CloudTypes, with intensityChanges, stdDev and mean returned via 

parameters 

Data: 
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Intensity Changes 

 

Default CloudTypeList: 

CloudType.Cumulus, MinIntensityChanges:1, MaxIntensityChanges:15, MinStdDeviation:0.09, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.6, CloudLevels.Low 

CloudType.Stratocumulus, MinIntensityChanges:1, MaxIntensityChanges:6, MaxStdDeviation:0.03, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.07, CloudLevels.Low 

CloudType.Altocumulus, MinIntensityChanges:2, MaxIntensityChanges:26, MaxStdDeviation:0.05, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.25, CloudLevels.Med 

CloudType.Altostratus, MinIntensityChanges:1, MaxIntensityChanges:8, MaxStdDeviation:0.01, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.05, CloudLevels.Med 

CloudType.Cirrostratus, MinIntensityChanges:1, MaxIntensityChanges:8, MaxStdDeviation:0.01, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.05, CloudLevels.High 

CloudType.Cirrocumulus, MinIntensityChanges:20, MaxIntensityChanges:40, MaxStdDeviation:0.01, 
MaxStdDeviation:0.04, CloudLevels.High 

 

 

Algorithm: 

Convert the cloud image into an array and get the image stats using GetCloudStats() 

Check each known cloud type against the image stats: 

Foreach each cloud type in CloudTypeList 
If the mean value of the image is greater than 0.05 (configurable), AND if low level cloud is visible 
(from cloud heights), AND these stats relate to low clouds, OR if medium level cloud is visible (from 
cloud heights), AND these stats relate to medium clouds, OR if high level cloud is visible (from cloud 
heights), AND these stats relate to high clouds then: 
 
Compare this cloud type data against the image’s data: 

Standard Deviation 

0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 

Cumulus 

Altocumulus 

Stratocumulus 

Altostratus / Cirrostratus 

Cirrocumulus 

Intensity Changes 

0 20 40 10 30 

Altocumulus 

Stratocumulus 

Altostratus / Cirrostratus 

Cumulus 

Cirrocumulus Cirrocumulus 
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if (cloudStats.MinIntensity <= intensityChanges &&  

    cloudStats.MaxIntensity >= intensityChanges && 

        cloudStats.MinStdDeviation <= stdDev &&  

            cloudStats.MaxStdDeviation >= stdDev) 

{ 

    cloudTypes.Add(cloudStats.CloudType); 
} 

End Foreach 
Return list of CloudTypeDetector.CloudTypes 

METHOD: GetCloudStatsLines and GetCloudStatsColumns 

Intent: To analyse the given cloudImage to compute the standard deviation and average number of intensity 

changes per image line or column. 

Parameters: Bitmap cloudImage, out int intensityChanges, out double stdDev, out double mean 

Returns: Void. intensityChanges, stdDev and mean returned via parameters 

Algorithm: 

Convert cloudImage into an one-dimension array of doubles (using Accord.Imaging.Converters.ImageToArray), 

and compute the array’s standard deviation using: 

public static double StdDev(this IEnumerable<double> values) 
{ 
    double mean = 0.0; 
    double sum = 0.0; 
    double stdDev = 0.0; 
    int n = 0; 
    foreach (double val in values) 
    { 
 n++; 
     double delta = val - mean; 
     mean += delta / n; 
     sum += delta * (val - mean); 
    } 
    if (1 < n) 

stdDev = Math.Sqrt(sum / (n - 1)); 
 
    return stdDev; 
} 

Copy the array into a jagged (two-dimensional) array representing the lines (y) and line intensities (x): 

double[][] array = new double[cloudImage.Height][]; 

int index = 0; 

for (int i = 0; i < cloudImage.Height; i++) 

{ 

array[i] = new double[cloudImage.Width]; 

for (int j = 0; j < cloudImage.Width; j++) 

{ 

array[i][j] = cloudImageArray[index]; 

index++; 

} 

} 

Scan each line or column comparing each intensity with the mean LINE or COLUMN intensity to see if it 

changes from less than mean to greater than mean, or vice versa: 

For Lines: 
for (int i = 0; i < cloudImage.Height; i++) 

{ 

    // Less than mean to greater than mean, or vice versa 

    double lastVal = array[i][0]; 
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    double mean = array[i].Mean(); 

    for (int j = 0; j < cloudImage.Width; j++) 

    { 

        if ((lastVal <= mean && array[i][j] > mean) ||  

    (lastVal > mean && array[i][j] <= mean)) 

{ 

            intensityChanges++; 

            lastVal = array[i][j]; 

} 

    } 

} 

intensityChanges = intensityChanges / cloudImage.Height; 

 

For Columns: 
for (int i = 0; i < cloudImage.Width; i++) 

{ 

    // Less than mean to greater than mean, or vice versa 

    double lastVal = array[i][0]; 

    double mean = array[i].Mean(); 

    for (int j = 0; j < cloudImage.Height; j++) 

    { 

        if ((lastVal <= mean && array[i][j] > mean) ||  

           (lastVal > mean && array[i][j] <= mean)) 

        { 

             intensityChanges++; 

             lastVal = array[i][j]; 

        } 

    } 

} 

intensityChanges = intensityChanges / cloudImage.Width; 

    

METHOD: DetectCloudsUsingBlobAnalysis  

Intent: To analyse the whole sky cloud image (or the portion of it that excludes non-cloud pixels) by analysing 

the clouds as blobs (i.e. checking the shape of the clouds) to determine the cloud type. 

Parameters: Bitmap cloudBitmap 

Returns: List of detected CloudTypeDetector.CloudTypes  

Algorithm: 

cloudBitmap is a grey-scale clone of the original whole-sky cloud-only image, with blue sky, trees, exclusion 

zone, sun-shade ball etc shown as black pixels, on which the results are imprinted  

If low cloud has been detected by an external source or if the cloud layers are unknown 
If a call to method IsCumulus() returns true, add Cumulus to list 

End If 
If high cloud has been detected by an external source or if the cloud layers are unknown 

If a call to method IsCirrus() returns true, add Cirrus to list 
End If 

Return the list of cloud types 

METHOD: IsCumulus 

Intent: To analyse the whole sky cloud image (or the portion of it that excludes non-cloud pixels) by analysing 

the low clouds as blobs (i.e. checking that shape of the clouds is approximately circular or elliptical) to 

determine if the cloud type is Cumulus. 

Parameters: Bitmap greyScaleCloudBitmap 
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Returns: boolean: Is the cloud of type Cumulus?  

Algorithm: 

Using AForge.Imaging.BlobCounter, process greyScaleCloudBitmap to extract the blobs. 

Set BlobCounter.MinWidth = 35   // 1,225 pix^2 

Set BlobCounter.MinHeight= 35   // 1,225 pix^2 

Set BlobCounter. MaxWidth= 500   // 250,000 pix^2 

Set BlobCounter. MaxHeight= 500   // 250,000 pix^2 

For each blob 
Get blob's edge points 
Get the Blob's convex hull from the edge points using a AForge.Math.GrahamConvexHull 
Draw convex hull outlines onto the greyScaleCloudBitmap 
Check if the blob is approx circular or elliptical: 

                 if (blob.Rectangle.Width <= blob.Rectangle.Height) 

                 { 

                     if (blob.Rectangle.Width > blob.Rectangle.Height / 2) 

                         approxCircular++; 

                 } 

                 else 

                 { 

                     if (blob.Rectangle.Height > blob.Rectangle.Width / 2) 

                         approxCircular++; 

                 } 

End For 
 
Check the blob shapes: 

If MOST of the blobs (at most 100 blobs but greater than 3) have approx equal width to height, then they may 
be cumulus: 
 
if (numBlobs > 3 && numBlobs < 100 && (approxCircular / numBlobs) > 0.5F) 

{ 

    return true; 

} 

else 

{ 

    return false 

} 

METHOD: IsCirrus 

Intent: To analyse the whole sky cloud image (or the portion of it that excludes non-cloud pixels) by analysing 

the high clouds as blobs (i.e. checking if cloud shapes have lines within them) to determine if the cloud type is 

Cirrus. 

Parameters: Bitmap greyScaleCloudBitmap 

Returns: boolean: Is the cloud of type Cirrus?  

Algorithm: 

ToDo…. 

METHOD: DetectCloudsUsingPCAnalysis  

Intent: To analyse 108 ‘panes’ (128 x 96 pixels) within the the whole sky cloud image (excluding all non-cloud 

pixels) using principal component analysis 
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Parameters: Bitmap cloudBitmap 

Returns: List of CloudTypeDetector.CloudTypes 

Algorithm: 

For each pane grid column 

For each pane grid row 

If the pane is flagged for processing (set in the configuration) AND the pane does NOT touch 

the current software sun-block ellipse position (so as to not have artifical edges) 

If the cloud level is low or unknown 

Use the Minimum Mean Distance Classifier to determine the low cloud type 

Use the K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier to determine the low cloud type 

End If 

If the cloud level is medium or unknown 

Use the Minimum Mean Distance Classifier to determine the medium cloud type 

Use the K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier to determine the medium cloud type 

End If 

If the cloud level is high or unknown 

Use the Minimum Mean Distance Classifier to determine the high cloud type 

Use the K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier to determine the high cloud type 

End If 

End For 

End For 

Label each pane with the resulting cloud types found inside that pane 

Get most common low cloud type seen 

Get next most common cloud type seen (if low cloud is found, don't look at higher clouds) 

Imprint the percentage of cloud type(s) found on the image 

Return the list of consensus cloud type(s) 



APPENDIX B - SERVO CALIBRATIONS FOR PROTOTYPE 

 

Pan Angle ° Pan PWM Value 

 

 
 

       0 10000 
        70.1 6758 
        90 5996 
        109.9 5161 
        180 1990 
        

          

  

 

       

          Tilt Angle ° Tilt PWM Value 
        0 1600 
        82.6 4766 
        107.3 5840 
        123.4 6560 
        180 8800 
        

  

 

  Arm Angle ° Arm PWM Value 

90 3600 

45.3 4800 

20.4 5407 

15.3 5600 

-31.1 6793 

-80 8000 

 

y = -40.126x + 9583 
R² = 0.9993 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

0° 50° 100° 150° 

Physical Pan Values 

Linear (Physical Pan 
Values) 

y = 43.93x + 1134.3 
R² = 0.9999 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

0° 50° 100° 150° 

Physical Tilt Values 

Linear (Physical Tilt 
Values) 

y = -26.181x + 5976.6 
R² = 0.9991 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

-40° -20° 0° 20° 40° 60° 

Physical Arm Values 

Linear (Physical Arm 
Values) 


